
Upgrading Cognos
Moving to the cloud
Migrating databases

Explain Cognos Performance Variances

ReportCard’s System Monitoring feature continually scans and
records your Cognos environment’s performance and health. This
creates a baseline to which you can compare future outputs to
ensure Cognos performance remains as expected.

Based on parameters set by your team, alerts are sent
immediately. This gives your team a head start to identify and
resolve issues before end users create a ticket.

Know the Performance Impact of an Infrastructure Change

Use ReportCard’s baseline to better understand how changes
impact performance. Common infrastructure changes include:

Comparing the baseline to your environment’s status after
changes are implemented will identify performance gains or
losses and encourage you to move forward with the project.
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ReportCard at a Glance

System Monitoring via
Motio ReportCard provides
insights into the expected
performance of your
Cognos environments and
alerts you to potential
issues before they affect
end users. Before
implementing a change to
your Cognos infrastructure,
run ReportCard with your
tests to understand how
Cognos will perform post-
change. ReportCard’s
system monitoring helps
throughout the lifecycle by
ensuring you are alerted of
issues even before tickets
are logged by users.
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Testing Avoids the Unknown

The load testing functionality shows you how your Cognos
environment will perform under load and stress and helps you
determine points of performance degradation. ReportCard
provides a realistic and easy way to build test scenarios,
managing user think time and handling sessions within Cognos.

ReportCard can load and play back the activity from your busiest
day and check that Cognos will still work as expected once
changes are implemented. Comparing your performance will help
you better understand and resolve any issues.

Make data driven decisions by understanding Cognos
performance using ReportCard.
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